of them reckoned that a

quarter of

surgery consultations were unnecessary or inappropriate.
Dr. Cartwright finds the relationship between the general practitioner
and his local hospital
un-

colleagues
only because of the
difference in prestige but also because
the general practitioner suffers to some
extent from professional isolation. In
the field of preventive care the local
authority has taken over much of the
work that belongs more appropriately
to the family doctor, but difficulties
in organising such services, especially
with the current shortage of manpower, makes it unlikely that there
can be any radical
change in the near

satisfactory,

Patients and their doctors
A study of general practice
by Anne Cartwright
{Routledge & Kegan Paul, 40s.)
Two's company, three's none, or so
they say. The relationship between
general practice and its other two bed-

fellows in the National Health Service (local health authority and hospital divisions) has always been an
uneasy one. Recently much attention
has been given to diagnosis of the
malaise that afflicts the family doctor
service, hampers recruitment to its
ranks, and leads to eruption of discontent among its members. Dr. Cart-

wright's survey includes a valuable
study of the relationship which exists
between general practitioners and their
patients, seen from both sides of the
doctor's desk.

By
comes

large, the family doctor
very well out of the examinaMost people are happy with
and

tion.
their general practitioner, very few go
outside the service for their care and
few change their doctor because they
are dissatisfied with his care. On the
other hand, 52% of the doctors interviewed said they enjoyed general practice very much, 37% 'moderately', 9%
'not very much' and 2% 'not at all'.
Consultations for trivialities was the
most frequent source of irritation expressed by doctors, and more than half

not

future.
The author points out that the uncritical acceptance by most patients of
the family doctor service is conducive
to stagnation and apathy. But at the
same time it would seem that
general
practice has failed to adapt itself to
new scientific
technique and altered
social conditions. The role of the
family doctor is by no means clear,
and this lack of proper definition
bedevils
the relationship between
general practice, hospital and local
authority services. She suggests that
possible remedies may lie in a revision
of medical education with vocational
training for general practice, in
specialisation within general practice,
and in group practices with
ancillary

help. Probably no single approach will
suffice, but a combination of remedies
will be required to achieve a healthy
and effective reorganisation of the
general medical services.
This is

an

excellent book which

can

be recommended not only for its content and methodology but also for the
straightforward and sympathetic man-

of its presentation, reminiscent of
another Doctor's Casebook.
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